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SMALL-JOBS-FIRST:

A combined queuing, simulation, and regression analysis~)

ABSTRACT

Key-punching in our university computing center is modeled as a
quFuing simulation with two servers (typists) and three priority class~s:
small, medium, and large jobs. The 90~ quantiles of the waiting times i~er
job class are estimated for different borderlines X and Y between the
three job classes. An overall criterion function is formulated, quanti'y-
ing tradeoffs among the waiting times of each job class. Several regre..s-
ion :nodels are investigated, expressing the quantiles as functions in ~he
class limits X and Y. Optimal class limits are determined applying a
numerical search algorithm. The resulting optimal limits have been imple-

mented.

1. INTRODUCTION

We investigate the following practical problem. The computing
center of our university provides a key-punching service to its users.

There are two typists (servers) available. It is known from queuing
theory, that expected waíting time is minimized if the jobs (customers!
are served in the order of their service times; see Cobham (1954), Jai,-

wal (1968). The computing center's management decided that a complete
ranking of jobs would be impractical. To provide a"reasonable" turn-

around time the following priorities were established. Small jobs (S j~bs)

have priority over medium (M) jobs, which in turn are key-punched befo~~e
large (L) jobs. Within each of the three priority classes a first-come-

first-served rule holds. The priority rules are not preemptive. Classific-

ation of jobs is possible indeed, since the key-punching time for a job

can be predicted accurately enough from the code sheets to be key-puncled.

Originally, intuition was used by management to chose the borderline :

between "small" and "medium" jobs, and the limit Y between "medium" an3
"large" job,. Th~ purpose of our study is to derive "optimum" X and Y
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values. We ~mphasize that similar priority rules can be used in many o~:her

practical q~euinh situations: computer operating systems, automobile r-

pair shops, etc.

Frc~~m the above problem formulation it follows that we formula~,e

the system ~s a queuing system with two servers and three priority cla;ses,

priorities `.~eing based on the lengths of the service times. This probl~m

has not yet been solved analytically, even though in our case the arriial

and service times are exponentially distributed (Poisson processes wit~

parameter a- 0.033 for arrivals and u- 0.021 for service times; the

service times are minimally 10 minutes since smaller jobs are key-punc.ed

by the users themselves). During our investigation it soon turned out hat

manar;ement is not so much interested in the average queuing time, as i~

helFing "as many people as fast as possible". It was agreed that we sh~uld

therefore study the 90q quantile, i.e. if x denotes queuing time, then the

90q quantile Q is such that

P(x ~ Q) - 0.90

So there is only a 10q chance that customers have to wait longer than .~.

Note that x is defined as waiting time excluding key-punching itself. :-le

use discrete-event simulation to estimate the quantile Q for various ?

and Y values2).

2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

In a first report, namely Coppus et al. (1976), 19 combinaticis

of the X and Y limits were simulated, each combination yielding one ot-
S M L

servation for the 90q quantiles of the S, M, and L jobs: Q, Q, Q

respectively. For each of these three quantiles a quadratic function r.3s

fitted to the 19 observations, e.g.,

2 2
- a0 f p,1 Xi t p,2 yi } n11 Xi t a12 XiYi } a22 Yi t ei (`'.1 )

(i - 1, . ,19)
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The statist-cal tests applied to the resulting regression equations show-
ed that X a:d Y did affect the quantiles, but the quadratic model did aot

correctly s-~ecify these effects. In Van den Bogaard and Kleijnen (1977)
the following alternative regression models were investigated:

(1) Replace Y by (Y-X) in eq. (2.1). Unfortunately, the individual re-

gression effects remained insignificant.
(2) Replace X and Y by p1 and p2, the probability of a job falling in

class 1(small jobs) and 2(medium jobs) respectively. Again the re-

gression effects were insignificant.

(3) Next some models were tried with the ratio X~Y as the explanatory

variable. The results remained unsatisfactory.

(4) Finally, some models linear in X and Y were investigated. For in-

stance,

QS - 49.44 f 0.63X - 0.03Y
(t : 10.79 9,73 - 1.48) R2 - 0.86

where trie numbers in brackets denote the t-statistics of the corr~-

sponding regression parameters. This model suggested that Qs is

sensitive to X, but not to Y. Indeed the model with a single expl~na-

tory variable yielded

QS - 43.66 t o.63X
(t : 17.70 9.36) R2 - 0.84

We shall come back to this result in the present paper3).

The above research demonstrated that each of the three job
classes has conflicting optimal X and Y values (see also note 3). Wita

hindsight it is obvious that the smallest X value is optimal, consider-

ing only small jobs: if X decreases then ( independently of Y) there are

fewer competing small jobs, so that queuing times decrease in this job

class; see also eq. ( 2.3). Obviously the minimization of waiting times in

a system with separate job classes, requires tradeoffs among the waiting

times per class. Therefore we should not minimize waiting times per cLass

independently. Together with the computing center's management we decided
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to reformulcae our problems as follows:

Miz~imize z - WS (QS,BS) } ~I ~QM,BM) t WI, (QL,BL) (2.,;)

where the wcightn W denote the relative number (fraction) of jobs per

class, and the waiting time quantile is expressed relative to the mean

service time per class. Eq. (2.4) formalizes a"nice" optimization preolem,

for instance, a decrease of X leads to the following results: lower WS,

lower quantile QS, lower average service time BS, higher WM, etc. Note

that simula`ion is needed to estimate the quantiles Q, not the weights W

and conditional mean service times B. For, if s denotes the individual

service times then

WS - p(s ~ X) - áX u e-us as - e-ua - e-uX

and

BS - E(sls ~ X) - {(af ~)e-ua - (Xtu)e-uX}{e-ua - e-uX}-1

while similar results apply for medium and large jobs, i.e. the weight:~ W

and conditional mean service times B can be expressed as explicit func-

tions of X and Y.4)

3. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The previous two reports Coppus et al. ( 1976) and Van den Bogaard

~ Kleijnen ( 1977) - and our experience in general - strongly suggests that

regression analysis without a theoretical basis leads to very questionable

results. Therefore we made a qualitative theoretical analysis before

"grinding our simulation results through the regression mill". Note that

Coppus et aï. (1976) had only 19 observations available; Van den Bogaard

8~ Kleijnen '1977) augmented this to 71 observations. In the present report

we shall use these observations and later on we shall increase the dat~, to

91 observations.

Ttie regression model is a metamodel, i.e., it explains how th~

outputs (Q) of the simulation model react to changes in the simulatior. in-
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puts ( X,Y). The metamodel should explain the complicated simulation mo.íel

as parsimonously as possible. The selection of explanatory variables aiid

the functior,al form of the metamodel should be based on theory and common

sense. See F-leijnen (1979).

Assumption : QS deoends on X and not on Y

Th.: wait.ing times of small ( S) jobs are affected by the border-

line X betw en S and M(medium) jobs, but not by the limit Y between M

and L ( larg,-) jobs. For S jobs have priority over all other jobs, and rre

not influenced by the priority rules among these remaining jobs. This

assumption ceglects the non-preemptive character of our priority rules.

Assumption 1 is corroborated by various regression results such as eqs.
~l

(2.21 and (~'.3).~

Assumption 2: QL depends on Y and not on X

Large jobs have to wait until all small and medium jobs have ~een

served; their waiting times are not influenced by the subdivisíon into S

and M jobs. This assumption is again corroborated by various regression

models (not shown here).

Assumption 3' QM takes over the role of QS when X approaches zero

For medium (M) jobs waiting times depend on both X and Y. Ho~-

ever, as X approaches zero (or more precisely X approaches the lower

limit for service times a- 10 minutes), no S jobs remain and M jobs

acquire the highest priority. So if X 1 a then M jobs depend on their

upper-limit Y just like S jobs depended on their upper-limit X. In gereral

we have

Q,S - fS (X) (0 ~ X)

QM - fM (X,Y) (0 ~ X ~ Y)

A special case is X- a so that eq. (3.2) becomes

(3.1

(3.2)
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QM - fM (a,Y) - gM (Y) (o ~ Y) (3.~)

Eq. (3.1) a;~d eq. (3.3) both specify how the waiting times of the top-

priority jo~r,s depend on their upper-limit. Hence we assume

fs (X) - gM (Y) for X- Y (3.L )

Assumption 4~ Qrl takes over the role of QL when Y approaches infinity

A similar reasoning as for assumption 3 can be made for M anc: L

jobs. If Y becomes large, say Y- b, then eq. (3.2) becomes

Qr1 - fM (X,b) - hM (X) (0 ~ X) (3.` )

The equation

QL - fL (Y) (0 ~ Y) (3.E)

and eq. (3.5) both specify how the waiting times of the lowest priority

jobs depend on their lower limit. Hence we assume

fL (Y) - hM (X) for X- Y

Assumption 5' The functional relationships between the quantiles and the

class limits may be approximated by low degree polynomials6)

As we know from mathematics, a nicely behaving function may '~e

represented through its Taylor series. We assume that this series may be

cut off after the first or second derivatives. Hence we approximate tie

true functions by first or second degree polynomial regression models.

e.g., eq. (3.2) is approximated by

Qr1 - S~ } S 1 X} S2 Y} S 1 1 X2 t S 12 XY } R22 y2

We shall estimate the B coefficients through regression analysis. The

resulting estimates will be tested for significance using the traditi~~nal
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t-statistics.7) Likewise assumptions 1, 2 and 5 yield

Q,S - a0 t a1 X} a2 X2

Q,L - y0 t y1 y t Y2 Y2

4. II~IPIRICAL METAMODELS

(3. 0)

F;tnpirical results suggest that the interaction effect Q12 in eq.

(3.8) is unimportant. In other words, we compute the regression model

(3.8) and find that Q12 is insignificant.8)

Originally very low R2 values are found for L jobs, e.g.

R2 - 0.63 for eq. (3.10). On inspection of the scatter diagram this l~w

R2 is explained 1~y the presence of some wild observations: outliers. Tiese

outliers occur because waiting times of L jobs show high variances; se~

Coppus et al. (1976; figure 6). The higher Y becomes, the fewer L jobs

remain, and the higher their variance becomes. In simulation experiments

- as opposed to other empirical work - we can check whether an outlier is

indeed caused by chance. We simply repeat the X,Y combination with a n~w

stream of random numbers. In this way we indeed check a number of sus-

picious observations on QL. Al1 new observations fall within the "clolzd"

of observations. Obvious outliers are eliminated. In this way the tota~.

number of observations increases from 71 to 91.9)

We accept an estimated regression model when it meets the folLow-

ing statistical criteria:

(1) It provides a good explanation of the changes in Q as X and~or Y v Lry:

"high" R2.

(2) The estimated individual effects Q are significantly different frc~n

zero.
These two statistical requirements, together with the assumptions 1, ~

and 5 of the preceding section, yield purely guadratic models, i.e., in

the eqs. (3.8) through (3.10) the first degree effects are insignific~nt,

so that the~~ are eliminated:
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QM
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fS(X)

fM(a,Y) - gM(Y)

Legend:

~ ~S observations
~ G1M observations

X
Y

Fig.1 The intercept estimates in QS and QM



QS - 56.07 t 0.0087 X2
(t : 89.1 17.43 ) R2 - 0.82 (4.1)

QM - 30.5 t 0.0323 X2 t 0.0092 Y2
(t : 3.9 6.75 31.19 ) R2 - 0.95 (4. )

QL - 584.9 } 0.1564 Y2
(t : 2.3 16.0 ) R2 - 0.74 (4. )

This type of model also agrees with assumption 3 of section 2: B22 -
0.0092 and a~ - 0.0087 are not significantly different (at a- 0.05).

Alternative models fail at this point,l0)

We further note that the intercepts a0 and BO of eqs. (4.1) a.d

(4,2) are significantly different, violating assumption 3. However, QS is

estimated for small X values, whereas QM is estimated for large Y valu~s

(which take over the X role; see eq. 3.4). We assume that á0 is a more re-

liable esti~late than S0; see the corresponding t-statistics and also f~-g.l.

We also note that the coefficients B11 and y2 of eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) ~re

significantly different, as are SO and y0, violating assumption 4.

The dual role of eq. (4.2) - metamodel for QM and~or QS when

substituting X- a- leads to the following idea: When fitting the QM

model take into account the QS observations, or more generally, fit th~~
QS, QM and QL medels simultaneously. This can be formalized as follows.ll)

Assumption ~~~ Per iob class the quantile 9 depends on its left and ri~it

class limits L and R

More specifically this assumption together with the above re:zlts,

yields tabl~ 1, where a corresponds to the minimum service time and b

corresponds to the maximum service time (bigger key-punching jobs are

served outside the computing center).
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Left Right Q - f(L,R)

a X Q,S - S 0 t ó 1 a2 t ó 2 X2

X Y QM - ó0 t ói X2 t d2 Y2

Y b QL - d0 t d 1 Y2 t ó2 b2

Table 1: Single, simultaneous model.

Co-nparison with eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) shows the identities a0 - ó0 t 1 a2,

n~ - M2, YO L ó0 } b2 d2, etc. The coefficients ó are estimated using all

Q, Q and Q observations simultaneously:

Q- ó0 I t ó1
Z1 } d2 Z2

with the vectors

Z2 - (x.1,...,X71,

1 QM,...,Q71, Q~~...,Q71) (~.5)

X~,...,X71, Y~,...,Y71)

Y~,...,Y71, b2,...,b2)

Z~ - (a`,...ea`~
2 2

Q' - (Q~, ..
~

Z being a vector with 7i elements equal to one. For a- 10 and b- 90C

eq. (~.~) results in:

QS 1 102 x2

g,r'~ - 67 1 t o.15 x2 t o. 00076 Y2

QL 1 Y2 900

(t : 1.3 23.75 3.73 ) R2 - 0.90 (~.6)

Though R2 is high, examination of the residuals shows that the model

systematically overestimates near the origin.12) We assume that in th~

estimation of the intercept the influence of QM and QL observations f:r

away from the origin, is to be blamed. Therefore we proceed to a new

scheme.
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Assum tion 7: The Mp Q model (4.2) provides the best estimates of the rESCt-
ion coefficients dl and d2 in e (4.4); the Sq. Q model provides the be:t
estimates of the intercept d0

So as our starting point we take the QM model (4.2) (with high
RS) with á1 - 0.0323 and á2 - 0.0092.SWe substitute S1 and S2 into the
Q model of table 1. Each of the 71 Q values yields an estimated intEr-
cept. Their average is d0 - 52.33.13)

Next we apply a similar procedure to determine an "effective'
upperbound for the QL function. The factor b- 900 in Table 1 is an "~o-
solute" upperbound, i.e. jobs with service times longer than 900 are r~t

acceFted.14) Hence we introduce:

p Q is not the absolute linitAssumption ~: The "effective" u perbound for L
b- 900, but the upperbound under which virtually all jobs remain

To estimate the effective upperbound, we substitute S1 and d~

(from QM) and SO (from QS) into the QL function of table 1. Each QL ot-

servation corresponds with an effective upperbound, its average being

563.15. Not~ that the probability of service times higher than 563.15 is

virtually zero.

Upon substitution of b- 560 into eq. (4.5), simultaneous esti-

mation via eq. (4.4) yields

QS 1 102 X2
,

Q-~ - 47.9 1 t o.123 x2 t o.00400 Y2 (L.7)

QL 1 Y2 5602

(t . 0.61 13.99 5.43 ) R2 - 0.82

The corresponding residuals now show an acceptable pattern, i.e., no

systematic over or underestimation occurs.l5)
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5. OPTIMIZATION OF THE CRITERION

The criterion funetion was shown in eqs. (2.4) through (2.6).

The quantiles QS, QM, QL were approximated by simple functions in X ar1

Y. Estimating these functions per quantile separately yielded egs. (~.i)

trirough (4.?). Simultaneous estimation resulted in eq. (4.7). Substitu,-

ing these functions for the quantiles into eq. (2.~), and substitutin~

the functions ir. X and Y for the weights W and the conditional mean

service times B(eqs. 2.5 and 2.6) results in a criterion that is an ex-

lp icit function in X and Y. Unfortunately, after takíng derivates az~aX

and az~aY, and setting these to zero, we cannot derive an explicit so]ut-

ion for the optimal values XO and Y0. Therefore we resort to a computEr-

ized iterative search procedure (starting at X- 30 and Y- 180, the

values in current use). The individual Q models of eqs. (4.1)-(4.3) y-~ld

XO - 41~.83 ar.d Y~ - 177.19. The simultaneous model of eq. (4.7) resulta

in XO - 47.~6 an3 YO - 183.65. These results have been immediately im11e-

mented by the computing center: Y has been maintained at 180 minutes, s.nd

X has been increased from the intuitively chosen 30 minutes to 45 mi m tes.

Note that we did not investigate the effects of changes in the

arrival intensit,y a and the service intensity u. The effects of u on i!~e

weights W and mean conditional service times B follow from eqs. (2.5) 3nd

(2.6). The effects of a and u on the quantiles Q require additional rc-

search.

6. CONCLUSION

In many practical queuing systems priorities are introduced :,o

that small jobs (short service times) are served first. The resulting

model cannot be solved analytically so that simulation is often used.

Interpreting the voluminous simulation output data requires regressio~.

analysis. Choosing the appropriate regression model should be based o:: at

least a qualitative theoretical analysis. We have illustrated the above

philosophy with a real-life case for which practical results have bee~.

derived.
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NOTES

1. This research was performed by F. Keyzer and E. Mullenders, graduate
students in the Department of Econometrics, as a project for their
simulation course, under the guidance of J. Kleijnen, Senior Reseai~ch
Associate in the Department of Economics, and with the cooperation
of A. van Reeken, manager of the Computing Center at Tilburg Univeisity.

2. We can estimate the quantiles with known statistical accuracy. To
compute confidence intervals we analyze the simulation using its "~.~-

generative" property, i.e., when the system becomes empty (both se~vers

idle), a new history starts independently of the past simulated hi:to-

ry; we refer to Crane and Lemoine (1977) for a general exposé of rr-new-

-.1 analysis in simulation, and to Coppus et al. (1976) for the teci.nic-

al details of this analysis when applied to our problem.

3. Van den Bogaard and Kleijnen (1977) continued with an approach dif er-

ent fror.: Coppus et al. (1976) and the present paper, i.e., Respons~

Surface Methodology (RSM) ~aas applied. That is, locally a linear m~del

Q- á~ t á1 X t cz2 Y is fitted. The signs of a1 and a2 tell whethe X

and Y sliould be increased or decreased in order to minimize Q. The

relative changes in X and Y depend on the ratio cel~cx2, so-called

steepest. descent method. At the "bottom of the valley", the linear

model becomes a bad guide for determining the X, Y effects. In tha

stage of experimentation a quadratic model for local search is int,~o-

duced. Such a model also reveals the character of the optimum regi,n:

is there a unique minimum, a saddle point or a ridge? For details on

RSM we refer to, e.g. Meyers (1971) and Kleijnen (1975). In our appli-

cation a problem was that the path of steepest descent for large jobs

differed very much from the paths for medium and small jobs.

X
4) WS - P(S ~ X) -~ u e-uPdp - e-ua - e-uX

Y
i~. - P(X ~ s ~ y) - XI u e-uP dp - e-uX - e-uY

W~- P( s~ Y) - ~b u e-uP dp - e-u Y- e-ub
Y
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t3S - E(sls X) - F(s).(P{s ~ X})-1 -áX p,l~ P-uP ~~p ~ áX u E-up 3pI-

- {(au)e-ua -
(Xtu)e-UX}.~{e-ua - e-uX}I-1

BM - !Y p.u.e-uP dP -~fY u.e-uP dPI-1 - {(Xt~)e-uX - (Yt~)e-uY)}.
x X

.~ e-uX - e-uYI -1

BL - Ib p.u.e-uP dp.I Ib u.e-uP dPI-1 - {(Y}u)e-uY -( b}~)e-ub}.
Y Y

~ e-uY - e-ubI -1

5. Although the purpose of the first paper in this series, namely Coppus ~t

al. (1976), was to estimate the variances of the quantiles, we did not

have these variances available for all 71 observations, at least not i~

an easily usablE form. Therefore our regression models are based on

Ordinary Least Squares implying a common unknown variance a2, and the re-

gression parameters' significance is measured through t-statistics us;zg

an estimate of a2 based on the Mean Squared Residuals; see regression

textbooks such as Draper R~ Smith (1966).

6. On hindsight it might be interesting to investigate approximations based

on exponentials:

(1) Exponential flanctions show a behavior comparable to the second-degree

polynomials used in this report.

(2) Exponential behavior is often met in queuing theory.

(3) Exponertials miuht lead to an explicit solution for the optimal X and

Y upon 3ifferentiation of the overall criterion z which comprises a

number of erponentials.

7. If a first-order model were used, then we would test the signs of the

estimated coefficients: one-sided instead of two-sided test. For inst~nce,

for QS we would hypothesize that a1 ~ 0(or aQS~ax ~ 0); see eq. (3.9

with a2 - ~.
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8. The scatter 3iagrams show that for fixed X parallel curves in the Q,

Y plane result. For some X, Y, Q combinations very irregular patte~ns

were found.

9. More precisely, first 5 suspected observations are simulated again,

each replicated twice. These 10 new observations show that the sus~ect-

ed observations are outliers indeed. Next 15 more suspected observ~-

tions are simulated again. However, these observations need not be

rejected.

1~~. The best linear unbiased estimate (BLUE) of, say, a1 in eq. (3.9) ~s

a1. So , even though a1 is insignificant; we might retain this valie

in eq. (3.9). This is a moot issue in statistics. In our case, how-

ever, assumption 3 forces the issue.

11. An alternative model also applying símultaneous estimation is as

follows. Each X, Y combination yields an observation on QS, QM and QL

respectively. Hence we represent each QS, QM or QL observation in i

three-dimensional space with axes X, Y and, say, Q. Then QS is assuned

to depend on X only so that its observation vectors are projected ~nto

the X, ~ pla:le. Analogously we project each QL vector onto the Y, a

plane. Table 1 is then replaced by:

Original New

X Y X' Y~ Q

X Y X 0 QS

X Y X Y QM

X Y 0 Y QL

and in eq. (4~5) we substitute

2 2 2 2
Z~ - (s:1,...,x71, x1,...,X71, o,...,o)

Z' - (C,...,0 , Y?,...,Y71, Y~,...,Y71)

However, the results of this model are very bad. Moreover assumption 3

can be satisfied only if d1 - d2, since 8QS~8X - 2d1X and
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[ aQMI2Y~ X-a - 2d2Y .

12. Compare also a0 - 56.07 with d0 f d1.a2 - 67 t(0.15)(100) - 82.

13. This approach could have been improved by an iterative procedure: R~-

estimate QM under the condition d0 - 52.33; use the resulting estimc.tes

of ~51 and d2 in QS, etc.

14. Zn practice a special class of jobs is submitted to the computing

cer.ter, requiring excessive key-punching time, namely more than 900

minutes. These jobs were not included in the arrival and service di -

tributions.

15. A~: in note 12 we compare a0 - 56.07 with d0 } d1 a2 - 52.33 }(0.03'3)

(100) - 55.56, a much better result indeed.
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